Giving thanks for our veterans

November was a busy month full of reflection, giving thanks and honoring our veterans. This Veterans Day, CU Pharmacy reflected on the impact of the C. David Elm Pharmacy Practice Scholarship.

The scholarship, named in honor of former faculty member David Elm, PhD, (Class of 1977), is given to a student who is an active or honorably discharged member of the United States Armed Forces or a dependent of one. During this month of reflection, we looked back on the story of Elm's impact on two student veterans, Dario Martinez and Mario Careaga.

Trujillo featured in pharmacy podcasts

Associate professor Toby Trujillo, PharmD, recently hit the airwaves, appearing as a guest on two podcasts.
In an interview with the American College of Clinical Pharmacy (ACCP) Journals podcast, Trujillo discussed his recent journal article, "Coagulopathy, Venous Thromboembolism, and Anticoagulation in Patients with COVID-19."

Trujillo also spoke with ACCP’s CardioScripts podcast about the LoDoCo2 trial and colchicine.

Listen to the podcasts below:

[ACCP Journals](#)  [CardioScripts](#)

**In case you missed it: State of the Campus Address is live**

Earlier this month, Chancellor Elliman’s State of the Campus Address debuted via video.

A recording of the address is available online for viewing.

[Watch the address](#)

**Former resident in the spotlight**

Former critical care **PGY2, Alison Novak, PharmD**, recently won both the Star Research award and the In-Training award from the Society of Critical Care Medicine (SCCM).

Her work was a collaborative effort between the critical care pharmacy group, an infectious disease attending, and the neurosurgical intensivists.
Photo of the month

The newest member of the Skaggs Pharmily, 4-month-old Mason Mueller, is already showing #CUPharmacy spirit! Mason’s proud parents are Associate Professor Scott Mueller, PharmD, and his wife Jessica.

In addition to his work as a faculty member, Mason’s dad is a critical care pharmacist who has been treating COVID-19 patients in the ICU at UHealth.

Check out more about Mueller’s front lines impact:

Read more

CU Pharmacy Thought Leaders

From introducing new drug discovery technology to sharing insight about HIV therapy, our CU Pharmacy professionals are in the news:

- **Denver 7:** [CU Anschutz getting new robotic device](#), feat. Associate Professor Dan LaBarbera, PhD, and Professor and Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Studies Dave Ross, PhD
- **CPR News:** [Colorado patients can now get preventative HIV medications from pharmacists](#), feat. Associate Professor Emily Zadvorny, PharmD
- **Pharmacist:** [Pharmacists to prescribe, administer HIV prevention therapy in Colorado](#), feat. Associate Professor and Colorado Pharmacists Society Director Emily Zadvorny, PharmD, and Director of Practitioner and International Development Jodie Malhotra, PharmD
- **Denver 7:** [Pharmacists can prescribe HIV prevention meds](#), feat. Associate Professor and Colorado Pharmacists Society Director Emily Zadvorny, PharmD, and Director of Practitioner and International Development Jodie Malhotra, PharmD
Health Day: *After heart attack, pot smoking raises post-op dangers*, feat. Professor Robert Page, PharmD, MSPH

The Colorado Sun: *As HIV infection rates rise in Colorado, pharmacies can now prescribe preventative pills*, feat. Associate Professor and Colorado Pharmacists Society Director Emily Zadvorny, PharmD, and Director of Practitioner and International Development Jodie Malhotra, PharmD